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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed target beauty (B) experiments proposed at the SSC or LHC come in two basic 
types. The first type ia the extracted beam experiments using a bent crystal of silicon or 
mme other method to extract B beam of protons parasitically from the circulating beam as 
the collider experiments arc taking data. The two chief experiments proposing this method 
am the LHB’ collaboration which would we the LHC at CERN md the SFT’ collaboration 
which would use the SSC. The second type of fixed target experiment ie one that would 
place the detector around the circulating beam using a gar jet or thin wire(s) LII a target. 
Two experiments of this type are the one proposed at CERN for LHC (GAJET3) and the 
Hers-B’ experiment proposed at DESY using the Hers collider. 

a. GENERAL COMMENTS ON FIXED TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

The bmic difference affecting design between fixed target experimenta and collider 
experiments is the large Lorene boast that all decay products are given in fixed target 
experiments. Because oi the large hood, all tixed target experiments are long (JO- 100 meters) 
and cover a amall solid a& (9 - 100 mrad) unlike the typical collider expcrimcnt which 
attempts to cover a 4s solid angle and on average has much lower momentum decay products. 
The basic layout of a fixed target B experimenls is a follows: the target (internal/external) is 
followed by as ailicon micravertex detector, wire chambers, a dipole magnet (or perhaps two 
magneta), some mme wire chambers and a calorimeter iollowed by a muon detector. There 
is also tame kind cd hadron ID system placed before or after the magnet(s). 

The one main advantage that alI fixed target experiments share is very good primary 
vertex resolution either because the target is emall (internal target or external target) or 
because the vertex detector is very close to the target (external target). In addition, coupled 
with the good primary resolution offered by the fixed target experiments, the large Lorenz 
boost given very long decay paths for B particles in the lab frame. The average B decay 
length is 16mm for an BOO GeV proton beam or 95mm for a 20 TeV proton beam. These 
two effects will favorably impact the reconstruction efficiency of fixed target experimenta as 
will be seen I.ter. 
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a. EXTRACTED BEAM EXPERIMENTS 

Extracted beam experiments offer several advantages over internal target experiments. 
The chief advantages are the ability to bring the silicon microvertex detector as close as 
needed to the target and to cover an angular range down to zero mrad without having,to 
Increase the length of the spectrometer beyond practical limits. This gives the extracted 
beam experiments the sbiity to get a complete view of the event, since all charged tracks 
can be seen by some part of the detector. This also means that extracted beam experiments 
have better vertex resolution and impact parameter rcsolutisn than achievable by any other 
type of experiment with similar detector technology. Another advantage of extracted beam 
experiments is the ability to use B live target (SFT experiment) and determine the charge oi 
the B’s from the presence or absence of B charged track leading into the secondary vertex. 
This would aleo allow the reconstruction of more complicated decay topologies and the use 
of partly reconstructed states to help in determining the particle or antiparticle state of the 
tagging B. 

External target experiments allow much less expensive and easier to build detectors 
than either internal tarnet or collider experimenta and the radiation damage of the detectors 
can be tuned by “blo&g up” the beam or scanning the beam across the surface area of 
the silicon strip detectors. Extracted beam experiment can exist either in a separate hall 
some distance away from the circulating beam or be placed in a hall designed for collider 
experiments. An advantage of z. separate fixed target hall would be the ability to install and 
repair detectors without affecting collider experiments. 

4. INTERNAL TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

The internal target experiments propose to operate at very bigh beam intensities and 
use a very thin target oi either gas (GAJET) OI wire (HERA-B). Unfortunately because of 
the high intensity, internal target experiments will have multiple interactions per bucket. 
GAJET would expect 2 interactions per bucket and Hera-B 5 interactions per bucket as 
compared to 0.2 interactions per bucket for a extracted beam experiment. Also, like collider 
experiments, internal beam experiments must be designed around a beam pipe and can not 
bring the silicon vertex detector too close to the beam without suffering severe radiation 
damage. 

5. PHYSICS CAPABILITIES AT SSC/LHC 

5.1 General Conriderotions 

The abilities of fired target experiments to extract the angle alpha using the decay 
B” --t rx wiU be discussed using one example from the extracted beam experiments (SFT) 
and one from the internal target experiments (GAJET). The LHB colle.bom.tion st CERN 
uses e. spectrometer almost identical to the SFT spectrometer. Other than the lower fi for a 
LHC tied target experiment, the only difference between the LHB and SFT spectrometers is 
the use of an active target in SFT and a thin non-active target in LHB. The made B0 - als 
wiU he briefly discussed for the SFT experiment. 

Listed in Table 1 are the physics quantities that were usumed to make an estimation 
of the physics potential of the fixed target experiments. The branching ratio for B” + TUT 

is assumed to be lo-“. Both SFT and GAJET assume that they can use p. e, and X M a 
tag for the other B in the event. 

Table 1. Aesumptions for physical quantities and experiment parameters. 

J; 
,nteraction rate 
# of interactions/bunch 
6 em68 section 
total cross section/nucleon 
target material 
Neutral B fraction 
Number of B”Jp produced/y 

SFT (E + rr or a,~) 
194 GeV 

Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
Physics final state 
Particle used as tag 
Angular acceptance 

1 x 10’ 
0.17 

2.0 pb 
32 mb 
silicon 
0.76 

1.3 x 10’0 
10.’ for rr mode I 

0.75 x 10m5 for a+ modt 
3 x 10m5 for &;a+ mode 

B” + ,m, B” + a,a 

’ The silicon micrastrip detector acceptance is O-75 mrad 

5.2 Reconstruction Efieiencies and Aeceptnnce 

c 

1 

:AJET (B + an) 
123 GeV 
7 x 10’ 

1.6 
1.0 pb 
32 mh 

hydrogen 
0.76 

2.0 x 10’0 
IO-’ for rr mode 

- 
- 

B” + CTII 

tW,K 
5-87.5 mrad 

Listed in Table 2 ue the eSiciencies and acceptances for reconstructing the decays of 
B” + rr and 8” + a,* for SFT and GAJET. 

The efficiency cdEroy, which is the probability for the decay into the CP eigenstate, is 
1.0 for the B” + rmr decay since the decay is always into two charged pians and 0.5 from 
isospin for the decay of B” + ala into all charged pions. 

The triggers used by SFT and GAJET are similar with both experiments expecting 
to use B single lepton (I) trigger with a P, threshold of 1.5 GeV/c for SFT and 1.0 GeVjc 
for GAJET. Both experiments also plan to use a dihadron (211) trigger with SFT using a P, 
threshold oi3.0 GeV/c for the high P , h d a ran and 1.0 GeVjc for ‘he low P, hadron. GAJET 
would use a single P, threshold of 2.6 GeVjc for both hadrons. The trigger efficiency, E,,,~, 
is defined to be the probability of the trigger particle(s) being above threshold and the effect 
of a vertex trigger which is a first level optical trigger (62% effxient) ic the cue of GAJET 
and a second level secondary vertex trigger processor (81% eflicicot) in the case 01 SFT. Also 
for SFT, the efficiency of the trigger hardware (97% efficient) is taken into account. The 
Monte-Carlo studies for using the hadronic P, trigger were not done for the 8’ + al* decay. 
The hadronic P, trigger should he very useful for triggering on the B” 4 ala decay, but wiU 
not be quite as efficient 8s for the B” --* r~ decay. 

The efficiency for reconstructing the CP eigenstate, WI,, includes ‘he acceptance for 
all the secondary tracks to be in the tracking volume, the track reconstruction efficiency, 
the vertex reconstruction efficiency, and a secondary vertex cut that requires the secondary 
vertex to he 15 v from the primary. For the SFT d t t e ec or, all of the above numbers are 
bared on a GEANT simulation with detector efficiency, noise, secondary interactions, delta 
rays and pattern recognition. The efficiency, ECP, also includes the acceptance of the tagging 
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particle (r,e, K). The GAJET efficiency, EC,-, includes a “safety factor” of SO% to account 
for effecta not present in the the simpler GAJET Monte-Carlo. 

The tagging efficiency, etopr includes the branching ratio for the other B in the event 
to provide a tag&g particle. In the case of SFT, the efficiency to reconstruct the tag end 
identify it is also included. 

The total efficiency, ~,~*~t, is complicated for the B” + m decay since there a*e 
two triggers and two tags that must be added up together and their overlaps accounted 
fore. The branching ratio for the kaonic and leptonic decays of the B a*e 21% and 85% 
respectively. If one asume~ that 15% of the events have both tags, the total number of 
events with a tag are 91% rather than 100% for maximally uncorrelated tags. This means 
that only 30% of the leptan tags (6% of the total events) in 2 hadron triggered events were 
not also in the lepton trigger sample. For the effect of overlapping triggers, if one assumes 
that they a*e uncorrelated then the fraction (30%) of d’h d I a *on triggers overlapping with a 
lepton trigger must he subtracted from the dihedron trigger sample. The final efficiency for 
fully reconstructed B” + rr decays after taking both triggers and both tags into account 
is: 

~,oto, = Iwig(‘) x 444 x cdl)1 + [cei$h) l 0.70 x dK,zh) x ct.o(K)I+ 

[c,,,,(Zh) x r,(l,2h) x r,.,(l) l 0.301 (‘1 

where the symbol in bracket. is the tag o* trigger, lepton tag or t*igge*=l, kaon=K end 
2 hadron trigge*=2h. The efficiency for fully reconstructed B” --t ala decays is just the 
product of the individual efficiencies. Only lepton tags were considered for the B” --t air 
decays, but in principle the dihedron trigger with K tagging should work almost as well for 
this decay es it does for the B” + ~6. Further study of the ECP for the B” -+ a,~ decay 
is clearly needed but the trigger efficiency for this decay with dihedron trigger has been 
calculated (Table 2). 

Table 2. Reconstruction efficiency of the CP state 

I 

SFT: B - rn 
Gi.ray I 1.0 

E,.#: I tag, I trigger 0.85. BR = 0.11 
E,.+ I tag, 2h P, trigger 0.85. BR = 0.11 

SFT: B + a,* GAJET: B - TT 
0.5 I 1.0 

0.85. BR = 0.18 
0.85. BR = 0.18 

5.9 Dilution Faclors 

The dilution factors are listed in Table 3. The dilution factor, D,,,i,, ie the time 
dependent mixing dilution including the dilution from the tag. The dilution factor, D,.,, is 

1-2~ where w is the probability of inco**ectly tagging the “other” B either though faulty 
particle identification or assigning the tag to the wrong vertex, for example, B + D + P,~. 
For SFT with B 1.5 GeV P, cut and an impact parameter cut on the lepton, the probability 
of a wrong tag from a lepton tag is 5%. The dilution factor, Dbo, is the dilution from 
background under the wr o* 4~ peak. From a monte-errlo simulation, SFT hss a meas 
resolution of less than 13 MeV. Experience from FNAL E771’ data analysis ahowa that B 
signal to noime of at least 5:l can he achieved for the J/+ decay into two muons with a tight 
50 vertex cut and a 35 MeV mass resolution. For further information on backgrounds in 
SFT see the paper by T. Lawry in this section. 

The total dilution is: 

D,.,.I = IAn<, l D, l L&a, 
(2) 

where G is the weighted average of the dilution from the K and 1 tags. There are 3.4 
times es many K tags as 1 tags in SFT end 3.5 times as many K tags as I tags in GAJET. 

Table 3. Dilution factors 

1 D,i= 1 DJ.. = t*g SFT 1 D,., P tag 0.67 1 D,., K tag 
0.85 

1 Ds. ) D,,., 
0.93 0.75 0.00 

GAJET 
0.47 

0.70 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.25 

6. CP MEASUREMENTS & CONCLUSIONS 

The time needed for these experiments to reach an asymmetry error of IO% and 
the total esymmetry error for II one year run ia listed in Table 4. The CP asymmetry 
measurement from the B” + at= decay is mo*e complicated than the measurement from the 
B0 --t rr decay and only the total number detected fdr each state in listed in Table 4. Clearly 
the fixed target option to measure the angle alpha is very attractive with measurements of 
the angle alpha to less than 10% in well under a year with either option, and in particular 
the external fixed target option (SFT) 
of operation. 

would yield a measurement of alpha of 2% in one year 

An important point that impacts the physics goals of all SSC B physics experiments is 
the survivability of silicon microstrip detectors. Experience on FNAL E7718 has shown, that 
the maximum radiation dose that the current generation silicon strip detectors can survive 
is about 2 Mrad. This would imply that GAJET would need to replace their silicon detector 
3-4 times in the COU*BC of a 1 year run, since they expect a radiation dose of 7.5 Mrad in I 
year. The SFT experiment would expect to experience about 4 Mrad with a 5cm beam or 
2 Mrad with a 7cm beam in B 1 year run and might expect to replace detectors at the rate 
on no more than once per year. As a. worst case, COBEX’ would have a dose of 30 Mrad in 
1 year and would have to replace detectors more often then once per month. 

Table 4. CP asymmetry measurements 
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’ Only events with lepton tags considered. 
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